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Don’t copy the behavior and customs of this world, but let God transform you
into a new person by changing the way you think. Then you will learn to know
God’s will for you, which is good and pleasing and perfect. Romans 12:2 NLT
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>> On a scale of 1-10, how busy would you rate your life?
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List the contributing factors below ...
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Game plans will always ...
> Define the ______:
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> Understand the ________________:
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> Maximize ______________ and minimize _____________:
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> Listen to their ______________:
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The goal of your life is not to be ___________
it’s to be ___________!
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>> How can our lives best reflect the character of God?
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Consider these questions for personal reflection this week ...
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> Am I spending too much time on urgent (temporary) things or
important (eternal) things?
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> What adjustments can I make in my daily commitments to better
reflect the vitality of my faith journey?
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